Charging Tesla cars with CHAdeMO connector
*) using CHAdeMO adapter

1)

Open the cover of the car's charging connector;

2)

Activate the charging station with an RFID card or mobile application;

3)

Select the CHAdeMO charging connector on the station monitor when prompted;

4)

When the charging station asks you to add a car - Connect the CHAdeMO charging
connector to the Tesla - CHAdeMO adapter;

5)

Connect the Tesla - CHAdeMO adapter to the Tesla car charging socket;

6)

The station will perform the necessary checks and charging will begin.

Charging Tesla cars with CCS connector
*) using CCS adapter

There are several scenarios depending on the version of the Tesla car software:
A

B

1)

Open the cover of the car's charging
connector;

1)

Open the cover of the car's charging
connector;

2)

Connect the adapter to the CCS
connector;

2)

Connect the CCS adapter to the car
connector;

3)

Activate the charging station with
the RFID card or mobile application;

3)

Activate the charging station with the
RFID card or mobile application;

4)

Connect the CCS connector with
adapter to the Tesla car charging
socket;

4)

Connect the CCS connector to the
adapter plugged into the car charger
socket;

5)

Select the CCS Charging Connector
on the Station Monitor;

5)

Select the CCS Charging Connector on
the Station Monitor;

6)

The station will perform the
necessary checks and charging will
begin.

6)

The station will perform the necessary
checks and charging will begin.

!!! In some cases, an algorithm with 4) and 5)
in reverse order may work

*) if the CCS connector socket is built into the car

1)

Open the cover of the car's charging connector;

2)

Activate the charging station with an RFID card or mobile application;

3)

Connect the CCS connector to the Tesla car charging socket;

4)

Select the CCS Charging Connector on the Station Monitor when prompted;

5)

The station will perform the necessary checks and charging will begin.

